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In This Issue
If we were to start naming our ChainMail editions, this one could well be the
BIKE HIRE Special. We have three articles on the ins and outs of bicycle
rental in European (or Middle Eastern) cities.

First, John Hunt takes us through Barcelona on his "Bicing" adventures,
followed in a second article on bike hire in Tel Aviv.

Finishing off the bike hire tryptich, Gloria then takes through Lyon and their
VéloV bicycle rental system.

In his 'The Fastest Kid on the Block", Peter Finlay takes us back in time with
his very special S. J. Hillsdon creation.

Gloria then continues her cycling tour of France, taking us from Bordeaux
through Moissac and on to Toulouse.

Finally, your dedicated publisher recounts some of his experiences hiring
bicycles to explore south-west China towns and countryside.

Happy reading!
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Bike Station

Front Hub Generator

“Bicing” in Barcelona
(yes, that is how it is spelt!)
By John Hunt

Barcelona is a city of 4.5 million in the greater urban area, with an old town dating back to
Roman times (and before). The city centre, comprising the old town to the city limits, is
home to a city-wide bike rental scheme called Bicing www.bicing.com. The following
description of Bicing is based on recent observations, conversation with a user and articles
on the www. The most interesting aspects for me were the wide usage of Bicing and the
lack of compulsory helmet laws.

Bicing is modelled on similar schemes now found in at least 13 cities internationally, the
earliest one being in Oslo. It was initially proposed for use of residents and tourists but is
now limited to residents only following complaints from city cycle hire operators.

It was initially financed by a car parking levy and opened in 2007 with a budget of
€2.23/year for 1500 bikes and 100 bicycle docking stations strategically located to link with
bus and metro services around the city. In the first 2 months 30,000 users subscribed to the
scheme and by 2008 there were 150,000 subscribers, 6000 bikes, more than 400 stations
and serviced by over 375 kms of bike lanes. Bicing is serviced by around 160 staff, 21
vehicles, 3 motorcycles, and 5 station repair terms.

The bikes are worth around €450 each and use a non-standard design, so that parts are
not interchangeable, to discourage theft. They budgeted for a theft rate of 10pc / year but
the actual rate was around 3pc in 2007. The bikes weigh 16 kgs, have 3 speed hub gears,
front and back\n (Shimano Nexus) brakes, a compulsory bell, integral front and rear lights
and front hub generator.

They lock into the docking station by 2 hardened 15mm SS lugs, built into the handlebar
assembly. The lights are also recharged through the docking station. Each station has a
capacity to hold 20 to 40 cycles. Each bike is used on average 8 times a day or 325,000
cycle journeys/week. They are available for 5am to 12 pm Sunday through Thursday and 24
hours on other days.

Users pay an annual fee of €44 and are issued a smart card that allows "unlimited" use, for
up to a maximum of 30 minutes in every 40 minutes. Time in excess of 30 minutes is
charged at a rate of ?€6 per 15 minutes to a maximum of 2 hours. Longer than that and a
SMS warning and €6 fine is issued. Longer than 24 hours and the fine is €150, charged
direct to the users credit card. A 3 strikes and loss of card rule applies.

Locking Mechanism

Off Road Bike Path

Combined Pedestrian Bike Crossing

The scheme is basically designed for short trips around town.  Only 6.6pc of users exceed
the 30 min free use limit. For around 72pc of users the bikes are their only form of transport.
The remaining 28pc combine them with public or private transport. I saw just as many
private bikes locked up around town as Bicing bikes.

City cyclists roam freely on footpaths mixing with pedestrians, and on minor roads of the old
city. The city cyclists rarely wear helmets but are rarely seen on the major roads mixing with
traffic.

Bicing is controlled through a central server which records usage and availability of bikes
and spaces at the docking stations. Personal usage records are available on the scheme
website www.bicing.com. The main problem with the scheme has been the availability of
bikes or bike spaces at particular stations, causing waits if up to 40 mins in peak hours. A
fleet of dedicated trucks redistribute the bikes from the more popular destinations.

There are also several bike rental companies who run bicycle tours (€12 for 2 hours) and
hourly (€6) and daily (€12).  The rental bikes are "Dutch" style and come with front, back
and seat locks and a €3/day insurance policy. Locking the back and front wheels, frame
and seat to one of the many bike lock up points is highly recommended with 25pc
unemployment.

On the weekends I spied a lot of lycra clad road cyclists on road bikes, MTBs and folding
bikes, in small groups on quieter roads. All were wearing helmets.
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Bikes and Station

Tel Aviv Tel-O-Fun
By John Hunt

I was in Tel Aviv recently and had a look at the newly opened Tel-O-Fun city bike share
scheme. The following account is based on observation and various (unsubstantiated)
articles on the www.

The Tel Aviv city bike hire scheme opened in mid-2011 with a capital investment of
USD25M, 40 stations and 450 subscribers. It was developed locally based on schemes
operating internationally. By late 2011 the number of stations had increased to 150 within
Tel Aviv (about 500 m apart) with around 1500 bikes available. The stations have a capacity
of around 20 bikes each and are strategically located around the old town and inner city
precincts. By late 2011 it had around 5000 subscribers, 90% of whom were residents of Tel
Aviv; by early 2012 13000, and 5500 rentals a day. The bikes are one size models, with
adjustable seats, 3 gears, a back carrier, built in locking system and GPS locator.

The scheme initially included annual subscriptions (NIS 240 resident and 280 Non-resident,
around AUD 60 and 70 respectively) with weekly (NIS 60) and daily (NIS 16) subscriptions
introduced in early 2012 and expected to service the tourist market. The first 30 mins of use
is free of charge with a fee of NIS 5 to extend to 60 mins, 10 NIS for 90 mins and NIS 14 for
24 hours on weekdays or NIS 20 on weekends. The 30 min free period is reset after the
bike has been docked for 10 mins. Tel Aviv has around 70 kms of bike paths covering
around 10 square kms. The bikes are available 24 hrs a day. There are also competing
local bike hire firms that rent cycles (in similar colours) and run cycle tours.

Israel's compulsory bicycle helmet law was introduced in 2007 and targeted children and
adolescents (with adults included as role models). It has however never had any legal teeth
because a corresponding penalty regulation has not (?yet) been enacted. The law was
however seen as a significant impediment to the potential success of the scheme. It was
therefore amended in 2011 before the scheme started to exempt adult (over 18 years of
age) non "sports" cyclists riding in urban areas.

Lock and GPS

Competing Bike Hire

I saw a few recreational or sports cyclists on the weekends including road bikes on highway
shoulders (there is not a lot of traffic in the desert). MTB riding is also popular in the
countryside which is mountainous in many places.

The city bike scheme has been judged a success based on the initial uptake. It suffers from
the usual problems of inequitable distribution of stations and bikes (redistribution by a fleet
of trucks is required), long waits for the help line, charges to use the help line(!), computer
glitches that locked stations, vandalised bicycles and theft of bikes or parts.
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Town Square Fountain

BND de Fourviere

Opera

ONLY LYON!
By Gloria Blondé

The above is Lyon’s marketing spiel and includes a silhouette of a lion. Lyon is truly
magnificent and well worth a visit. Located centrally in France at the confluence of the
Rhône and Saône Rivers, there is much history and culture to savour in Lyon – the
Renaissance district, the Silk culture and still working silk printing workshops, murals, the
opera house, les ‘traboules’ (passageways), the cathedral with the astronomical clock; and
the list goes on.

Rental Station - Easy!

Petit Bike Station

We did the typical ‘hop on, hop off’ bus tour for a couple of days which is an efficient and
economical way of covering off the main tourist attractions, if only for a brief visit at each. A
few sights in the attached photos – the magnificent opera building, the dramatic town
square fountain, Basilique Notre-Dame de Fourvière on the hill, and one of dozens of large
painted murals throughout the city.

Of course it was much more
fun grabbing a bike at any
one of hundreds of VéloV
stations around the city. As
can be seen from the photo
below, the bikes are similar
to those seen in most city
bike hire schemes – a bit
heavy and chunky – but
nonetheless very reliable
and able to do the job well,
particularly in largely flat
cities. The hire process was
very easy, and free, as long
as you swapped bikes every
30 min – which was easy to
do because there are so
many VéloV stations. One
interesting observation -
wanting to go out for a spin
Sunday morning – at 9am
we had a hard time finding
bikes at any of the numerous
bike stations near where we
were staying – a sign that
they had been used for
people getting home the
night before. When we did
land a couple and head out
of the main city, the bike

stations were absolutely full of bikes! (Ed Note: a number of elements from Barcelona’s
‘Bicing’ story are similar to Lyon, except tourists can use the bikes!)

Riding around Lyon was great fun and allowed us to get to more attractions where we could
stay longer because of the efficient and ubiquitous bike hire system. Riding along the rivers
was also very enjoyable.

If you are in central France, don’t overlook Lyon as a great stopover for a few days or even
a week if you have the time.
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The Fastest Kid on the
Block
(the life history of a special bike)
By Peter Finlay

A long, long time ago, at the impressionable age of 10, my
parents gave me a beautiful ex-track racing bike. It had 27"
aluminium-rimmed wheels and high pressure tyres.
Apparently, it had been ridden by a well-known velodrome
racer who lived in Haberfield circa 1950.

Made by S.
J. Hillsdon
at
Parramatta
it bore the
initials
"SJH" on
its gold
paint. It
was a thing
of beauty.
Not that
my mates
saw me
very often
as I usually
scooted off
into the
distance

on rides around Five Dock and Girraween where my
parents lived in the only home they owned together (Dad
was an officer in the RAAF and we move around a fair bit).

The rear wheel had twin freewheel sprockets on one side
and a fixed ratio on the other. There was only a single
chain-wheel at the front. No fancy derailleurs or girly
Sturmey Archer hub for me. The ill-advised use of the fixed
hub led to some interesting misadventures, which included
a near-death experience when I lost control while speeding
down a steep hill on Gilba Road. A busy cross street was
fast approaching so, making an instant decision, I elected
to ride into a pile of sand off the side of the road. We
zoomed up the ramp, executed a triple somersault and
crashed heavily. Clearly the SJH and I survived. I didn't
mention the wizard prang to Mum.

One of the most attractive things about the style of this
machine was the characteristic curve in the front forks.
Many a time I would glance down and be transfixed by this
elegant sweep, particularly at night time when the glitter of
the spokes lit by the headlight would add to the effect.

I added a 3" cable-driven Smiths speedometer. Gee, I was
fast.

We moved to live on RAAF base Fairbairn in 1953 and I
often rode the couple of miles from home to Duntroon
Public School and back. One June morning my fingers
nearly froze to the handlebars, it was cold!

In complete contrast in 1955, the family travelled to live on
RAAF base Garbutt just out of Townsville. There was no
chance of cold fingers there in a tropical hell from January
until May. It was sheer agony waiting for the coastal
steamer to ship our bikes from Sydney but was my
machine arrived, I rode to and from school at West End
Public frequently.

From 1956 until 1964 we lived at Blaxland in the Blue
Mountains. A memorable trip was to cycle down to Penrith
to buy the latest copy of Modern Motor magazine (what
else?). The ride back up Mitchells Pass in the pouring rain
was no fun.

As I grew older, motor cars became the focal point of my
life and the SJH languished on the wall of my grandfather's
garage at Five Dock. All that was left was the frame. I took
up motor racing and this progressed to a couple of seasons
racing Formula Fords in England and Europe. Quite
successfully, I might add.

So back home in 1974, working three jobs to build a house
and support a growing family, I managed to raise the funds
to have the SJH rebuilt. I was and still am great mates with
Kevin Pascoe who, at that time, ran a bike-building shop in
a house in Crows Nest. I used to buy and sell some of his
creations.

He arranged to have the frame painted black with gold
trimmings (as a connection with the original frame colour).
From our time in Europe we had collected a handful of
"John Player Team Lotus Special" stickers and we included
a few of these in the colour scheme. I wonder how the
Heart Foundation would feel if I rode this machine at one of
their events?

Kevin fitted some classy components, Dia-Compe brakes
with tobacco-coloured Weinmann hoods for the levers,
Tourney cranks, Suntour V Luxe derailleurs, an elegant
Soul headset with aluminium drop bars plus an S. Marco
seat mounted on a delightful aluminium post.

Kevin made up some lovely aluminium-rimmed 27" wheels
on stylish hubs which featured holes drilled in their large
flanges. The pedals had leather-strapped toe clips. Gum-
walled tyres completed the impression of a state-of-the-art
gentleman's road racer. I was "king of the kids" once again.

There were twin chain rings and they drove a six-speed
cassette. Later I managed to squeeze in a nine speeder
with a narrow chain.

At this time my wife, Gaye, and I lived with her mother at
Roselands. Wiley Park Velodrome was just down the road
on the corner of King Georges Road and Canterbury Road
where I climbed over the fence for a few illicit laps one
Sunday morning.

My longest ride at the time was from Canarys Road to
Bankstown airport where I was learning to fly. I was acutely
aware that the ride to and from the field was far more
dangerous than flying a Cessna 150 so, from that time
onwards, I drove to my lessons.

Then, for many years, the old SJH/JPS was ridden only
sporadically until a few years ago, when approaching
senility prompted me to climb aboard again. I bought some
stainless steel spokes and commissioned the fellows at
Universe Cycles on Church Street, North Parramatta to
string up the rims. As it turned out it appears that the old
SJH business had been passed onto the owner of this
organisation and he was mightily impressed that I had kept
the SJH in good order.

Some new "gum walled" tyres maintained the Pascoe-era
styling.

I began by taking short rides around the local area but was
acutely aware of the illegality of riding on footpaths. Thus, I
checked out a few web sites, including Bike North, and
found that the route from Rydalmere ferry wharf to
Silverwater Bridge, past Newington to Hill Road and then
via Bennelong Parkway to the bike path through the Badu
Mangroves in Bicentennial Park, to Rhodes, Meadowbank
and back to Rydalmere would provide a track which kept
my riding mainly to dedicated cycleways.

This 17.5 kilometer ride has now been improved in stages
with the provision of the new metal bridges along the
mangroves between Ermington Wharf and George Kendall
Riverside Park and the even newer shared paths along the
waterfront at Rhodes.

The old non-indexed gear shifting levers on the SJH's
down-tube were becoming irritating and I lusted after a 10-
speed Shimano 105 group se, but it was pretty obvious that
it would not have been possible to spread the rear frame to
accommodate the wider hub for a 10 speed cassette.

Fortuitously, my brother Warwick and one of his sons owns
Ashgrove Cycles in Brisbane and a quick call to nephew
Gavin confirmed my thoughts that it would be more
economical to hang the SJH on a wall at home as a
reminder of times past and invest in a Felt Z75 which they
just happened to have on the showroom floor. The offer of
a "family rate", significantly under the RRP saw the deal
consummated and the new, 20-speed, 105-equipped
machine duly arrived in a box.

Occasionally I take out the old machine. Warwick and I
rode my Parramatta River loop together, he on the Felt and
me on the SJH. It was like dancing with a teenage girlfriend
again.

Most recently, I brought the SJH to BN's AGM and had
some fun showing all and sundry the machine I have
owned for over 60 years.

Would I sell her? Not likely. She has become a family
heirloom. Our eldest son, Simon was allowed to ride the
SJH in Parramatta Park under supervision while completing
his "Cycling Badge" in the Boy Scouts. Simon has become
seduced by MTBs and rides his Giant 29er every day. His
son, Noah, nearly three years of age, rides a metal run bike
which he pushes along by foot, there being no provision for
pedals and a chain. He has terrific balance and I can see
that it won't be long until he is given the ceremonial ride on
the SJH. I guess he will inherit that classic machine in due
course.
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Typical Canal Cycling

Piste Roger Lapebie - Gisela and Greg

Walter, Gisela and Greg Enjoying Piste Roger Lapebie

Useful Distance Signage

Helpful Signage

BORDEAUX-TOULOUSE à vélo
en Gironde et le long du canal de Garonne
By Gloria Blondé (on behalf of Greg, Gisela and Walter)

The tile of this story has significance in two ways – it’s the name (in French) of “Guide no2 =
6e édition 2010”. Highly recommended if you prefer to know where you are heading, where
you might eat, and most importantly, where you might stay (for those like me who are past
the camping thing…..). Secondly, the ‘Bordeaux’ part of the title could jokingly become
‘bored’….. – not Bordeaux itself but only because 200km of cycle path under trees along the
canal – yes, as idyllic as it sounds – can get just a tad tedious. Talk about flat – the only hills
are when you go up to cross the numerous bridges that join roads on either side of the
canal.

Having made that tiny whinge, the delights are many.

Day 1 – Having arrived in Bordeaux the night before, the first day was spent doing a walking
tour of the old central part of the city. Foot was the selected method of transport basically
because it rained all day and it seemed we might be a little less wet by walking rather than
cycling. It was also quite windy. The locals told us that the previous week had been
gloriously beautiful and that the rain was the first they had had in some time…….. Bordeaux
is magnificent – in June 2007 some 1810 hectares were listed as a UNESCO World
Heritage site. This remarkably large area encompasses almost the whole of the city inside
the outer boulevards, including the “Port of the Moon” (so called because of the crescent
shape formed by a bend in the Garonne River). A few data notes to explain the World
Heritage listing: 3,725 hectares of noteworthy architecture, 347 listed buildings, including 64
classified historic monuments.

Day 2 – Bordeaux to Sauveterre-de-Guyenne - still rainy and windy but luck was with us
and we managed to ride mostly without rain. While Bordeaux is a city to cycle in, getting out
of town was typical of leaving a city through grotty industrial areas and with lots of debris on
the cycle way (well, at least there was a cycle way!). It’s only about 5km before you reach
the Piste Roger-Lapébie, part of the “Voie Verte”.

Day 3&4 – more sun today but still rainy times to avoid, which we managed to do
successfully. Sauveterre to Fourques-sur-Garonne, where we landed a terrific B&B (called
‘chambres d’hôtes’). We stayed here 2 nights as one of party took ill with a cold. The rest of
us cycled the local routes, which it turned out were remarkably well sign posted. In
hindsight, we would recommend always staying two nights at each stop so as to cycle the
surrounding countryside and have more time to explore the little villages and endless supply
of abby’s, churches, monasteries, etc.

French Architecture

Grapes Already Picked but the bottom row remains

L'Abbaye Saint-Pierre Moissac

L'Abbaye Saint-Pierre part 2

Heritage Notice

Almost Empty Toulose Velo Station

Day 5 – Fourques to Agen, quite a major centre but we didn’t see much of it as we arrived
late in the afternoon and left reasonably early the next morning, but only after visiting a
market that just happened to spring up right next to our hotel. This was fortuitous as it was
Sunday and we were at risk of finding few places to lunch at. Today we also traversed the
2nd longest canal bridge in France (580m) to arrive in Agen.

Day 6 – Agen to
Castelsarrasin – Moissac
was the highlight of today’s
journey and is worthy of a
longer visit. In Castelsarrasin
we stayed in the
quintessential French hotel
with a large atrium including
internal staircase. It was a
magnificent old boutique
hotel in the centre of town.
Our rooms were very large,
with king beds (!) and
ensuites – indeed a pleasure
– it would have been worth
spending more days in this
area for the enjoyment of
staying longer in this hotel.
Madame Marceillac is to be
strongly commended.

Day 7 – Castelsarrasin to
Toulouse – while Toulouse is
a large French city, it has
much to enjoy with a huge
square – La place du
Capitole in the middle of
town and the magnificent
basilique Saint-Sernin. The
Toulouse bike rental scheme

was pretty much the same
as that found in Lyon.

Sadly, we had to leave
Walter and Gisela at this
stage, - they were continuing
on to Carcasonne via the
Canal du Midi and
surrounding regions.

We weren’t too much into
‘stats’ but for those who are,
we averaged about
50km/day with a modest
average speed of 17km,
perhaps quite slow for the
flat terrain, but there was
much looking around, and
after all, why race through
any part of lovely France!
We cycled 5 days
consecutively and managed
just with a backpack or
paniers. This stretch of
cycling includes 3 canal
bridges – by this I mean that
the canal passes over
another lower waterway and
is itself a bridge. Late
September was a good time
in terms of cool mornings

and warm afternoons, but
the west of France at this
time of the year doesn’t get
daylight till 7am so we rarely
got going before 9:30 or 10.
A key piece of
advice/reminder is that the
shops still close from 12-2 in
French towns so unless you
are lunching at a café, be
sure to acquire your bread
and cheese before the
church tower chimes 12!!

For those readers who are
experienced cyclers of
Europe or elsewhere, this
mini jaunt might sound like a
bit of a dawdle in the park,
but then that’s part of the
enjoyment of cycling, isn’t it?
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West of Shangri-la

Chortens and Wood Frames, West of Shangri-la

Photo Op, Napa Valley

Part of Ganden Sumtseling Monastery, Shangri-la

China Bike Wanderings
By Sandy Larson

In April to June 2012 I undertook an 8-week backpacking trip around parts of southwest
China. Travel was primarily bus and train punctuated with occasional hiking trips.
Howevewer, I was able to rent bicycles on three occasions for day trips outside of towns, as
described below.

First a few general notes about bicycles and cycling in China.

This was my third trip to China, previous times having been in 1987 and 1995. At those
times, the default mode of urban transport appeared to be by bicycle. But now it's all
motorbikes, cars and buses, scarcely a bicycle to be seen. In fact, in my first city Xining, it
took a day or two before I saw someone on a bike. Gone are the venerable "Flying Pigeon"
black hulks. In the shopping centre cycle shops, bicycles are more likely to sport names like
"Hummer" and "Trek".

Nonetheless, renting and riding bicycles in and around Chinese towns is easy and low-
stress. In most tourist towns and cities, it is relatively cheap and easy to hire bikes, for about
10 to 30 Yuan per day (consider about 6 yuan to the dollar). Generally leave your passport
or a cash deposit for security. That investment will typically yield an ordinary but adequate
mountain bike, enough to get you through the day without great discomfort. The bike places
don't speak English, but smiles and sign language are all that's needed; both parties know
what's wanted, and it ain't rocket science.

Shangri-la
My first bike hire was in mid-May in the northwest Yunnan city Shangri-la, formerly called
Zhongdian. The officials of this one-yak town had decided to change its name to Shangri-la
to score some of the tourist money from nearby Lijiang and Dali, thereby greatly expanding
it and putting it on the map. While not living up to James Hilton's ideal, it is nonetheless a
pleasant and laid back destination. Most of the city is boringly typical, but the large and
vibrant Tibetan quarter gives it charm and atmosphere. The 3200m altitude is not conducive
to strenuous exercise unless you're used to it.

On a cloudy day after breakfast, I rented a rough looking but mechanically-sound mountain
bike for Y30 plus Y400 deposit.

The city is surrounded by broad flat valleys bordering rugged mountain ranges. So cycling is
generally flat unless one tries to scale the mountains, not a good idea at that altitude. Maps
of the district are poor, making navigation a struggle. I tried to find the large Napa Lake, but
ultimately didn't recognize it, maybe farther away than the map said.

I found a road west through a valley with extensive green yak/horse pastures and small
villages undergoing agressive house construction. Farther up, I passed a gauntlet of
hundreds of stone chortens and big wooden drying-rack-type frames lining the side of the
road. At the valley head was an uninteresting theme-type park and a cable-car station.
Cable cars up mountain sides seem to be a big and growing thing in parts of China.

Proceeding north up the valley, I passed more pastures and villages. At one point I came
across a van-load of young girls, probably students on holiday. Whenever I encounter
young people, they invariably want pictures taken of themselves with the "ferang". So
followed the inevitable photo-op.

It started to rain before I got up to the valley head, so I alternately took shelter and tried to
speed back home. Eventually got somewhat wet and arrived home about 13.30, just as the
rain was stopping.

Later, I still have the bike, so might as well ride to the north end of town, about 10 km, to
find the large Ganden Sumtseling Gompa monastery. Got up to a fancy building that turned
out to be a pavilion and ticket office for the temple. I was advised to get a ticket (Y55 for
senior), leave the bike there, and take the tourist bus to the monastery (2 km farther) and
return by bus later.

Turned out to be a good deal, as I got to the bus about 16.30 or so and had time to go
through all major parts of the complex. It's built on a hillside and almost looks the part of a
Shangri-la structure. Lots of temples and assembly halls, interior statuary, thangkas,
paintings and carvings.

Time was getting away, so at 17.30 I started back on the bus to the pavilion and retrieved
my bike. It was just starting to rain again, so I raced back to the bike rental as fast as
possible and retrieved my deposit.

Despite the altitude and recovering from a slight illnes, it was a good full day.

Dali
In late May I had another opportunity to rent a bike in the venerable backpacker town Dali in
Central Yunnan. I'd been here before in 1987, and it has developed enormously in the
interval, but remains a picturesque, pleasant and easy to navigate. The town is situated on
flat sloping land midway between Lake Erhai and the Cang Shan mountains, a few km from
each of these locations.

One day about mid morning I found a bike rental place and procured a good mountain bike
for Y10 per day, so cheap I feel almost guilty.

Rode NE of town to the lake, and then slowly up north along a lakeshore road, stopping
frequently to enjoy the lake views and mainly agricultural scenery. Quite pretty and a very
pleasant ride. I passed through several villages along the lake shore. After a couple of
hours or so I found a rough road west back to the main north-south road, and started back
south toward town.

Back near town I cut through a tree nursery, consisting of severely trimmed trees of several
varieties being nurtured with hypodermic bags of liquid fertilizer.

Rice Fields Northeast of Dali

Erhai Lake, near Dali

Three Pagodas, Unidentified Bird in Foreground, Dali

Yulong River, near Yangshuo

Stone Bridge, Yulong River

Moon Hill, south of Yangshuo

Just north-west of town is the iconic Dali Landmark, The Three Pagodas. I had seen them in
1987 when they were surrounded by marble quarries and countryside. Now they are nestled
in amongst parks, hotels, other buildings and an enormous new temple complex. It's now all
touristy with admission fees and big crowds.

Yangshuo
I had also been in Yangshuo, in Guangxi province, in 1987. This tourist town, nestled
amongst flat green valleys and karst hills, is arguably the most scenic part of China. Like
Dali, it too has grown massively but remains a charming and laid-back destination.
Curiously, while having one of the greatest concentrations of foreign tourists in the country,
hardly anybody outside of the guest-houses and some restaurants speaks much English.

It's 7 June, and quite hot and humid here. Cycling can be a sweaty undertaking in this
weather. As in Shangri-la, maps are hopelessly inadequate, restricting one's fexibility when
planning an itinerary.

I rented a mountain bike from the hostel for Y20. It wasn't raining so might be a reasonable
day. From home I rode out to the main street and then south, direction Moon Hill. Not far
past the location of the commercial-looking Butterfly Spring, I came to the Yulong River, and
found the road that goes upstream on the right. Might as well try to go all the way up to the
historical stone Yulong Bridge, several km upstream. The road was paved, easy and
picturesque all the way up to Chaoyang Ferry Pier. From there on the road/path became
less distinct and obvious. It went through villages and repeatedly petered out or took off into
the hills away from the river. But I eventually found my way, the last part on a main road, to
the busy town Baisha. It was some distance farther to a road bridge, upstream from the
stone bridge. There I was hoping to go along an outer road to Moon Hill area. But I didn't
know how to get there, my map was no help, and a number of attempts to find my way
along narrow roads ultimately failed. I ended up returning across the stone bridge and to the
main road back to Yangshuo.

It was still early afternoon, so I continued south through town and a further 8 km (retracing
some of this morning's route) out past the butterfly place, a number of commercial cave
complexes, to Moon Hill, and later returned home the same way.

A hot but scenic and pleasant day.

For a more comprehensive account of my China trip, go to www.sandyslark.com and click
on the "Southwest China 2012" link.
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